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Applied Technology Division Anritsu Company, Richardson narayanan. subramanian@anritsu. com interdependencies as contribution types which reflect the different degrees of contribution subgoals make towards their parent goals: ++ for strongly positively satisficing, + for positively satisficing, -for negatively satisficing, and --for strongly negatively satisficing.
While detailed description of POMSAA can be seen in [4] , it suffices to say here that POMSAA adds a metrification step to the NFR Framework and applies it at the architecture level. In the metrification step, either an automatic algorithm or a semi-automatic procedure is used to propagate metric values up the SIG to the NFR whose metric is to be computed.
For the purposes of illustration, we have taken an architecture for a vocabulary evolution system (VES) [3], which is a component of a commercial product, the Radio Communication Analyzer (RCA). We start with an initial architecture, calculate its adaptability metrics and. improve the architecture's adaptability, using POMSAA. From Figure 1 , it can be seen that Syntactic Adaptation [RCA,VES], the target softgoal, has a metric of 4 (the value inside the softgoal), which is actually the minimum score that the NFR Syntactic Adaptation[RCA,VES] can get. This metric is obtained using one of our algorithms and for the chosen decomposition of adaptability NFR -our algorithm gives values to leaf NFR softgoals based on how much they are satisficed and their criticalities, and propagates the values up the SIG, while taking into consideration the various contribution types.
We now illustrate how POMSAA fulfills some of the claims made earlier.
Detect architectural weaknesses:
It is easy to see that the main cause for the low value of the adaptability metric is the weak satisficing 
. Understand reasons for the weaknesses:
The reason for the weaknesses, in the example, is that the Input String Parser component does not have the intelligence to detect environment change, recognise need for system change, and perform system change, and the Parser component as a whole is slow to adapt.
3. How to change architecture to increase its adaptability:
One way to improve adaptability is to satisfice the high priority NFR softgoals better. Thus if we use a parser component that has the intelligence to support adaptation and is fast as well then a better metric may be obtained. It is not difficult to use this insight to come up with a better architecture (this may require several iterations in some cases, each time computing the metrics afresh and applying the reasoning above).
We came up with a better architecture and its SIG is from the figure, the
